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There are 30 Comments to "Check out this letter sent out by 

a Lakewood Yeshiva" 

• Happy says:  

June 9, 2020 at 3:26 pm  

Amazing and all schools should do the same they should all follow in his footsteps the 

schools even though it might be a drop of a hardship for them they were funded by the 

federal government for the majority of their expenses and they should not be collecting 

from the parents 

Reply 

• yottle says:  

June 9, 2020 at 3:35 pm  

The fact of the matter is that parents paid for a full year of school while this service was 

not provided no matter what way you’re going to cut it. 

Maybe it would be a nice gesture to pay anyways… If the parents can afford it, but many 

people have been out of work for months now, while schools have been raking it in. 

Schools in Lakewood have received about $12M in PPP (forgivable) loans and cashed in 

big time with the lunch program, while in all this time we have been struggling. 

It’s more likely that according to din Torah, no parents should have to pay tuition for the 

two months that schools received these grants, and we eagerly await a psak on this issue. 

Reply 

o Just Sayin says:  

June 9, 2020 at 5:17 pm  
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There are numerous psakim out there including from a B”D in Baltimore and 

from the Roshei Yeshiva at Torah Umesorah saying that one should continue 

paying tuition. 

Reply 

• Blimi says:  

June 9, 2020 at 3:38 pm  

Kol Hakavod! 

Reply 

• Eti says:  

June 9, 2020 at 4:14 pm  

 בסד 

Please וועד talk with all yeshivos it the right thing todo 

My yeshiva calling me every day to pay and I just can’t and they told me if no your kids 

be out for next year !!!!!i really don’t know what to do 

Reply 

• Anonymous says:  

June 9, 2020 at 4:21 pm  

As a general rule, (not getting into the specific question at hand) many gedolei Yisroel 

have testified that parents who don’t haggle with tuition see more hatzlocha with their 

kids. 

Reply 

• Kevin says:  

June 9, 2020 at 4:32 pm  

wow. Not this is teaching by action not by preaching.. other schools should follow… 

Reply 

• Anon says:  

June 9, 2020 at 4:33 pm  
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Kol Hakavod!!! May all schools follow the leader. As we sit at home bh with out children 

some of us dont have regular income now some have larger expenses especially heat and 

a/c which was off most of the day. The schools cashed in big time its time to be role 

models. Lets go whos next?? 

Reply 

• Chaim Yankel says:  

June 9, 2020 at 4:40 pm  

Schools are not businesses. 

They are to be machanech the students. 

Many schools have received funding and all schools should be giving an automatic 

reduction to parents. 

Ashrecha that we have a yeshiva like this. We need more to follow. 

Reply 

• Just Sayin says:  

June 9, 2020 at 4:43 pm  

Who should foot the bill to keep the school running and viable if not the parents? 

Reply 

• Meir says:  

June 9, 2020 at 4:47 pm  

It’s hard to compare a smaller yeshiva monthly tuition to a larger school where forgiving 

monthly tuition could amount to a huge deficit. A smaller yeshivah ,who is also a college 

that got stimulus funds for the Bais Medrash bochrim lije this Yeshivah can much more 

afford 1 month that schools that 1 month can equal 500,000 which they can not make up . 

The condition of the college stimulus funds is that half goes to the students ,so they 

probably have to give the Bais Medrash bochrim a free month tuition anyway under the 

law . I’m not taking away any credit from anybody. But not everything us comparable. 

Many larger schools have larger parent bodies where many parents list jobs and have 

stopped paying and the ppp loan doesn’t even cover those losses ,plus the lack of 

fundraising the last 3 months for all the parents who are not paying full tuition . 

Reply 

o AAL says:  
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June 9, 2020 at 8:20 pm  

Oh, really??? Then why are no other yeshivos for same age boys giving free 

tuition???!?! 

It’s really thoughtful of the hanhala of this yeshiva to give the parents this 

reduction, and not find a way to be greedy and get more $$$. 

Reply 

o me says:  

June 9, 2020 at 9:40 pm  

If you know anything about budgets, its the smaller schools who rely on the tution 

more. It’s cheaper to run a large building with 500 children than it is a building 

1/2 the size with 250. 

While the larger school will have more staff, it will not have double the amount of 

principals, secretaries, administrators, janitors, lunch, bussing, social workers etc. 

Hence it is a lot cheaper to run a large school than it is to run a small school 

Its the small schools that struggle and its really nice to see this. 

Reply 

• Moshe says:  

June 9, 2020 at 4:54 pm  

To Yottle 

In my children’s school , the vast majority of parents pay minimum yeshivish tuition and 

not the cost of their child’s education . So most parents did NOT pay for a full year of 

school. They paid 70 per cent with the school agreeing to schorr the rest for them which 

schnorting couldn’t take place because of Covid . If they now take the position that 

school should be treated like a business and they dudnt get full service this year, then 

next year they should pay like a business and pay the full tuition and not ask the mosad to 

schorr for them. Most schools would be more than happy to credit 1 months tuition this 

year ,if everybody paid their full share next year . 

Reply 

• OutaHere says:  

June 9, 2020 at 4:58 pm  
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yottle, that happens to not be true. I have not heard of any school that closed its doors and 

the faculty went on vacation! Did you? While it’s true the school buildings were not 

opened, most rabeim/teachers and staff have all worked and are still working much 

harder than they do in regular circumstances. Should that be all without pay? Should the 

parents not have to pay for this type of education? Additionally its a huge Sugya in 

Choshen Mishpat whether there is a chiyuv to pay, and that’s even when no service is 

provided! So the school definitely deserves a Yasher Koach for letting the parents off. 

The second point you mentioned bears no weight over here; firstly the fact that the school 

got money from another source will in no way absolve a required tuition payment. 

Secondly saying that schools are making money on an unrelated lunch program also has 

no relevance. All this is especially true since you don’t even know if this School cashed 

in on any of the aforementioned programs!! 

Reply 

o yottle says:  

June 9, 2020 at 8:14 pm  

It’s quite obvious that “OutaHere” is part of the establishment here in town. 

I’m not sure if you noticed, but contracts are two-way obligations. Although it’s 

unfortunate that the school was unable to fully keep their end of the deal, parents 

conversely, cannot be expected to pay in full. 

The majority of parents share my sentiments and a psak from a local B”D in 

necessary to require parents to pay teachers who’s salaries have already been 

covered through government loans. 

Reply 

• Moshe says:  

June 9, 2020 at 5:17 pm  

Yanky good work!! 

Reply 

• Amazing says:  

June 9, 2020 at 5:25 pm  

I’m so impressed with this school. All the schools had their payrolls covered by the 

government should be doing this! Kol Hakavod to leadership who cares about their 

parents! 

Reply 
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• Dovid Aryeh Stein says:  

June 9, 2020 at 6:59 pm  

YES, all schools should follow the lead and do more. Theres a consensus of being 

workable across all branches of government and work sector that factors in difficulties 

that individuals may be having as a result of covid. We dont always know what each 

familys fallout is, but courtesies are being extended across the board, and for that precise 

reason schools got so much assistance as well. 

Therefore schools should definitely offer at least one month if not two, of tuition break as 

per the the real live difficulties of family’s now and as per the spirit of how the country is 

dealing with covid in general. 

Reply 

• Pillow in drum set says:  

June 9, 2020 at 7:37 pm  

As a school administrator I have the following option. 

If a parent pays full tuition and asks for a refund, he should get it. 

If a parent doesn’t pay full tuition, then they don’t deserve a refund. 

If a parent calls you and says that they were affected by covid 19, then you should not 

bother them and work with them as much as possible, and even forgive whatever they ask 

for. 

I honestly don’t think its fair for this school to send out such a letter. 

Before you scream at me, let me explain. 

Maybe that school is in a better financial situation than other schools, and they can do it, 

but other schools cant. 

So what happens, everyone now in other schools start saying I want money back, and 

they don’t have money to give back. 

Yes schools did get money from the government. 

But did anyone stop and think for one minute, how much a schools budget is, and we 

have to raise money throughout the year for people that are not paying tuition, or full 

tuition. 

This is the way I see it in my school!!! 
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Reply 

o yisroel says:  

June 10, 2020 at 12:02 am  

NOT FAIR FOR A SCHOOL TO SEND OUT SUCH A LETTER? 

Just bec you cant do the same? At least let some people be happy and get the 

break which many people are desperately wishing for? 

This letter was sent to the parents of YYH and they had no plan or interest to have 

it on the lkwd scoop. I know personally. However, it seems like they are a great 

example for others to follow. If a school can’t afford to give the full month off 

than at least they can offer a partial break or reach out to the parents first to make 

sure its ok to bill them. I know many people who couldn’t afford it and were 

billed their tuition on the 1st of the month without hearing a word from the school 

before. The least schools can do is send out an email or message letting the 

parents know that if they are going through financial difficulties they are welcome 

to call the school.. BEFORE they are billed. 

Kudos to The YYH Yeshiva:) They do things RIGHT 

Reply 

• reply-to-pillow says:  

June 9, 2020 at 10:34 pm  

In reply to Pillow 

Maybe they figured this is part of the Chinuch they are trying to convey to act in a way 

that will gain praise and admiration (from the briyos). No doubt the talmidim and parent 

body and rest of the observers have gained measurable respect for this yeshiva and 

everything is stands for.  

This is a bona fida Kiddush Hashem! Ashreichem!  

Frankly, this sounds like the type of yeshiva I would like to send my son to! 

Reply 

• Lakewood Driver says:  

June 9, 2020 at 10:52 pm  

The fact is that all schools in town graciously provide a 35% discount below cost, and the 

schools agree to work hard & fundraise the rest. The fact is that fundraising has been 

dead since Purim & schools won’t be able to fundraise till after Sukkos. 
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That being said schools have to cover their bills while they are giving us all generous 

scholarships. 

That leaves them with two options, 1. Give us a discount now & raise prices next year 2. 

Just keep charging the same tuition this year & next year. 

And if you want to insist on the contractual agreement and stick to the letter of the law 

that’s fine but don’t expect any scholarship next year because that’s not either within the 

letter of law 

Reply 

• Mark says:  

June 9, 2020 at 11:27 pm  

To all of you who are insisting that the rebbeim and teachers did not do their job – shame 

on you!  

My children’s rebbeim and teachers worked incredibly hard as did the school offices who 

supported their efforts under very difficult circumstances.  

Not only did not request a tuition refund, but my wife and I actually sent monetary gifts 

to our children’s rebbeim for Shavuos to express our appreciation for their dedication. I 

wish we could have given them more, but we’re of limited means and did the best we 

could. 

Instead of demanding money back, consider showing your hakaras hatov to them. You 

and your children will be better for it. 

Reply 

• Miriam says:  

June 9, 2020 at 11:44 pm  

You can explain to your parents why your school doesn’t make their budget. Saying no 

other school can give back the money is just selfish. 

Reply 

• Parent in school says:  

June 9, 2020 at 11:49 pm  

Yesodei is a wonderful yeshiva! What they did was yashrus and what they felt was right. 

The Rebbeim worked tirelessly to make sure the boys did miss a minute of learning – 

even continuing on phone classes until bidikas chometz – way after the zman was 
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supposed to end. 

My girls are only learning two hours a day and yet we paid full tuition the fact that they 

returned money bec they got salaries covered by PPP was tremendous and shows why we 

appreciate sending our Bochrim to Yesodei. This is who we want our children to look up 

to. 

Reply 

• umm says:  

June 10, 2020 at 12:52 am  

you should block out the phone#s too if u don’t want everyone knowing which yeshiva it 

is…… 

Reply 

• Jay says:  

June 10, 2020 at 1:34 am  

In response to all that say fundraising has been shut down, if and when the ppp loan will 

be forgiven, that will be the biggest fundraising donation schools have ever gotten… 

Reply 

• Kevin says:  

June 10, 2020 at 7:08 am  

why are mentioning respect for rabbaim? I don’t think anyone feels that the rabbaim 

should be discounted for the work they have been putting in? 

The point this letter shows is – mosdos will take and take and even if they get a HUGE 

donation from the PPP yes HUGE they will continue crying.. 

When I called my children’s school the gave me a song and dance even after they 

received PPP. And this yeshiva returned money without a request!! Kol Hakovod!! 

HUGE RESPECT FOR THE HANHALA. 

Reply 

• Lakewood Driver says:  

June 10, 2020 at 9:23 am  

https://web.archive.org/web/20200610152622/https:/www.thelakewoodscoop.com/news/2020/06/check-out-this-letter-sent-out-by-a-lakewood-yeshiva.html?replytocom=868915#respond
https://web.archive.org/web/20200610152622/https:/www.thelakewoodscoop.com/news/2020/06/check-out-this-letter-sent-out-by-a-lakewood-yeshiva.html#comment-868925
https://web.archive.org/web/20200610152622/https:/www.thelakewoodscoop.com/news/2020/06/check-out-this-letter-sent-out-by-a-lakewood-yeshiva.html?replytocom=868925#respond
https://web.archive.org/web/20200610152622/https:/www.thelakewoodscoop.com/news/2020/06/check-out-this-letter-sent-out-by-a-lakewood-yeshiva.html#comment-868930
https://web.archive.org/web/20200610152622/https:/www.thelakewoodscoop.com/news/2020/06/check-out-this-letter-sent-out-by-a-lakewood-yeshiva.html?replytocom=868930#respond
https://web.archive.org/web/20200610152622/https:/www.thelakewoodscoop.com/news/2020/06/check-out-this-letter-sent-out-by-a-lakewood-yeshiva.html#comment-868995
https://web.archive.org/web/20200610152622/https:/www.thelakewoodscoop.com/news/2020/06/check-out-this-letter-sent-out-by-a-lakewood-yeshiva.html?replytocom=868995#respond
https://web.archive.org/web/20200610152622/https:/www.thelakewoodscoop.com/news/2020/06/check-out-this-letter-sent-out-by-a-lakewood-yeshiva.html#comment-869045


@ Jay 

That’s the point we are making, being that fundraising is down the PPP will go to cover 

fundraising deficits 

 


